InVest: 6 – Invest in Blue Sapphires
To solidify, secure and seal our investment in faith that we have made all through the month of
January, we now invest in the cosmic riches of blue sapphires. It is our Father-Mother’s great
pleasure to give us the etheric or fourth-dimensional type of these precious gemstones.
Royal blue is the color of faith, which is crystallized in blue sapphires. Charles Fillmore says that
blue also is the color that represents Truth in all its purity (see Sapphira and Ananias in the
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary and in Acts 5:1-11 for a fabulous
lesson about the need to purify one’s faith in order to
demonstrate true prosperity). Via faith we perceive, believe,
incorporate and crystallize in our cerebral circuits the universal
cosmic truths of the universe. By our faith in these truths, we
prosper, heal ourselves and others, and move mountains.
In nature, blue sapphires are found in the shape of 12-sided pyramids. Jewelers cut them into
other shapes like oval and circular forms, and mount them in rings and pendants. We can think
of the 12 sides of the natural pyramids as representing the 12 thrones in our cerebrum. The 12
facets also represent 12 cosmic truths (God is; He-She is in me and I Am in Him-Her; as we
sow, so do we reap; etc.). Spirit mounts our blue sapphire in our crown chakra and cerebrum.
Visualization: Surround yourself in a cocoon of Christ light. Leave an opening at the top of your
head where a tube goes up to Spirit. See a large letter V descending through the tube from the
Godhead. In it is a round or oval royal blue sapphire. This etheric or fourth-dimensional
gemstone also may be in shape of a 12-sided pyramid whose apex points downward.
Feel the anchoring of the blue sapphire and its crystallized Christ faith into your crown chakra in
your astral body and down into the cerebral circuitry of your brain. Welcome this. Work with this.
Focus on this until the sapphire is sealed, and invests its I Am faith, in the 12 thrones of your
cerebrum. Begin to perceive that Spirit has planted 12 new cosmic seed-ideas in the fertile soil
of your brain, which in time will filter into your conscious awareness.
Fortified with faith, picture and hover over Ho Chi Minh of Vietnam or President Rene Preval of
Haiti. Royal blue light comes down from your brain to your hands, where it crystallizes as a blue
sapphire. Gently and lovingly place this sapphire in the crown chakra and cerebrum of Ho Chi
Minh, President Rene Preval of Haiti, or someone else who Spirit brings to your attention.
Affirm: By your faith, you awaken, you are healed, you prosper, and you move mountains.
Picture yourself in your light body over Haiti or Vietnam or another country. Once again, royal
blue light from the blue sapphire in your brain flows down through your arms and into your
hands where it crystallizes. In conjunction with, and guided by, your angelic guardian and
etheric guardians such as Sananda-Jesus or Sol-O-Man/Mary, place the blue sapphire in the
capital city or spiritual capital of the nation below you. Via its multiple facets, the sapphire
radiates faith to every individual there, who now move mountains to heal themselves and their
whole nation. As you perceive and believe it, a new heaven descends to a new earth. So be it.
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